
i-LEAP 

A Vision around, and for students 

Prof. Natheer Abu Obeid has been always 

supportive to students issues. Developing an 

Education for Employability and 

Entrepreneurship (E4EE) vision revolves around 

students, and providing them with a life-changing 

experience of education. Prof. Natheer has clearly 

highlighted the role of this vision in developing 

GJU. Find the article here. 
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      i-LEAP 
Is the new newsletter published by the DSA. The 

name is an abbreviation to four values we believe 

in: individuality - Leadership, Emotional 

intelligence, Actions, Progress. It aims at helping 

students know more about GJU.  To facilitate 

taking part and leading the change in the 

university. Our objective is to create future 

leaders... starting now.. and here, with YOU.   

DSA going digital  

A lot of services and contact points with 

students are becoming digitalized. The 

trend will be sustained until we can serve the students in a better way. The 

clinic has now received its digital makeover with the new case registration 

system, and soon the medication management system. Buses and parking 

applications are now fully digitized. We are very interested in listening to 

your comments and ideas, and now you can send them anonymously on the 

Sayat.me/dsafeedback. And also on the most popular official page now on 

Facebook:  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/518014991714941/ 

Your voice represented 
GJUers has been busy 

with many elections 

lately. On the positive 

side, it only means they 

have a say on what's 

going around the 

campus.  

Hamzeh al Khatib was 

elected as the student 

representative for 

University Council. 

Yousef Al Shamali was 

elected as the Iraqi students liaison student with the Iraqi embassy. Full 

details here.  

 Prof. Natheer and Prof. Manar with student representative, student 

representative elect, and Iraqi students liaison. (right to left)  

Jabal Amman 
Clinic 
DSA team in coordination with SABE, 

led by Prof. Ziyad Haddad has 

successfully been able to offer 

medical care services at Jabal 

Amman. Dr. Hatef Abu Wa’ar has a 

close eye over what is happening 

there, and Nurse Nour Al Hasasneh 

is ready for all your medical 

consultations.  

Seed for the Recreational Center 
Table tennis, baby foot, chess, music… this is only the beginning, DSA team 

is planning to find more spaces and more rooms in the near future, while we 

are waiting for the jewel of Madaba campus; the sport center and stadium to 

be ready within 400 days behind the pre-fab area.  Stay tuned. Meanwhile 

check building B—ground level.  

Recently, there was a lot of tournaments and sport competitions, to get the 

details click.  
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